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PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. THERE IS NO ASSURANCE OUR PROGRAMS WILL ACHIEVE THEIR 
OBJECTIVES OR AVOID LOSSES.  
 

S&P 500 week of Dec 2-6, 2019 

 
 

Wow is one way to describe last week’s price action in the S&P 500. Some other adjectives include unwavering, relentless, and dare I say irrational also come to mind. To be clear, I own the 

stock market and I’m enjoying this year’s 25% rally in that part of my portfolio. I also own 3D Defender and I’m prepared to win when the market goes down. After all, who doesn’t like a 

Win-Win scenario? We are rooting for the stock market to go higher, but prepared for when it doesn’t. I think our Managing Director Tom O’Donnell says it best, “Defender is like an 

ambulance driver racing to the scene of an accident. We don’t want to see anyone hurt but we know we can help when we get there.”  

As I indicated last week, there were warning signs around the globe that said the S&P 500 was vulnerable to the downside and we just needed to see the S&P price action confirm it. At the 

start of the week it did. After making a new all-time high in after-hours trading, it took 1 day for the S&P to drop nearly 3% and 4 days to make it back. The boxes in the S&P chart show the 

daily trading sessions. As you have heard me say before, markets sell-off sharply and grind higher, and this week was another subtle example of what that looks like.  

Monday started the week by opening unchanged and dropping -1% in the first hour. Defender got short on Monday and was profitable. Despite the drop the market recovered and what 

has seemingly been the case for the last two months, and this year, weakness was met with strength and volatility was met with no volatility. This repeated itself on Tuesday as the market 

opened -1% lower, traded lower and again bounced off its low and settled on its high. After dropping 1% open to close on Monday, the daily trading range narrowed with each passing day. 

In fact by looking at the chart you can clearly see the largest daily trading range was Monday and the quietest day was Friday. That said, it’s interesting to note the S&P and the VIX have now 

both closed higher for two consecutive weeks. This may be a sign of things to come given next week’s slew of economic data and the upcoming FOMC statement.  

This week and year is a reminder of  the 3Ds (Daily Dynamic Defense), and the importance of managing risk with stringent risk controls. 

The S&P closed the week +0.07%. Defender was short multiple times during the week and ended the week +0.00% gross of fees.  

Thank you for your interest and participation in 3D Defender. Have a nice weekend. 

New all-time high 

followed by -2.8% decline 

in just over 1 day. 


